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After the end of World War II, civilian airlines started using Gander as a refuelling stop,
as they flew between North America and Europe. Mechanical problems, big and small,
could put an aircraft in jeopardy and getting to the closest airport was an urgent matter.
Getting planes and passengers back into sky was just as urgent. Even routine cleaning,
providing food and the like had to be done quickly and efficiently.
For these reasons, airline companies brought in or hired locally mechanics, dispatchers,
cleaners and other staff to get the job done. As a general rule, each company did its own
thing. The Gander terminal was harboured in the old RAF Ferry Command Hanger 22,
adjacent to which was the larger hangar 21 which was reserved as space for aircraft
maintenance.
This photo shows the Pan Am maintenance section of hangar 21 in 1946-48.

People in Gander and in other parts of the world, especially New York, started asking
questions about this cumbersome maintenance. Is there any difference between a
Wright R-3350 Duplex-Cyclone engine on a TWA Constellation and a Pan Am
Constellation? Is cleaning the latrines on a KLM plane much different from cleaning

those on an Air France? Maybe there was some way of sharing the load, making things
cheaper for everyone.
In New York, at both Idlewild (Kennedy) and LaGuardia airports, a company by the name
of the Allied Maintenance Corporation was already offering ramp services. Allied had
become interested in doing the same in Gander and tasked a Mr Les Gettel, a former
technical sargent in the USAAF, to do the job. The airlines companies in Gander being
the same as those in New York, inter-company discussions were simplified, so when Mr
Gettel arrived in July 1949, all went smoothly.
During the year 1949-50, Allied serviced up to 50 airplanes on a certain work shifts. Of
around 1400-1500 aircraft a month, about one third was TWA, with just under that for
Pan Am. At one point, Allied Aviation Service Company of Newfoundland Limited had
around 250 employees, but is unknown if this included personnel on other airports such
Stephenville. This service included everything from aircraft repair, ticket services,
baggage loading to showing movies when aircraft got held over.
The photos below shown Allied ramp operations:

Servicing an RAF Canberra 1951
in front of hangar 21

BOAC Stratocruiser mid 1950s

Pan American DC-7 late 50s

One might wonder how good these Allled maintenance fellows were. They among the
best in the world! Those originally with an airline were company-trained. For example,
TWA mechanics went to the school in Kansas City, Missouri. But none we better than
the Newfoundlanders.
They had learned their trade under the orders of Joe Gilmore, chief of RAF Ferry
Command's wartime maintenance and considered as the best maintenance man in Ferry
Command (for which he was awarded a MBE by King George.)
Here is a photo of him and his assistant, Sammy Blandford, who became Allied's chief
mechanic, around 1943.

To see how good they were, first have a look at the two photos below, showing the
starboard side of a plane and then the broken wing just inside the inboard engine on the
port side. This aircraft landed fast too far down on a slippery runway and cracked up in a
ditch.

According to the official DOT incident report, this aircraft was considered as written off.
However Gander`s highly trained Allied mechanics repaired it.... and it flew 10 more
years!
When companies moved to Gander, they were given different buildings for their
personnel. However when personnel transferred to Allied, they stayed in their original
residences rather than regrouping in a single building. It is therefore harder to identify
Old Gander's Allied personnel. However the following names were found:
Dick Gaul
GA Bulris
George Pearce
Sammy Blandford
Michael Noonan
Ray Carter

Harold Kipper
Chesley Sparkes
George Petrie
Charles Taylor
Peter Kelland
George Vase

The next photo shows three other Allied personnel in February 1960, namely Hugh
Lacey, Rex Primmer and Roy Saunders.

Though the new terminal open in 1959, everything did not suddenly and magically
move there all at once. This photo from 1960 is in fact from the old terminal area ,in
which Allied was organized as follows:
º Aircraft Maintenance, Hangar 21
º Equipment Shop, Hangar 21
º Manager's Office, Hangar 22
º Operations, Hangar 22
º Stores, Hangar 22
º Tickets Offices for BOAC, Pan Am, TWA, SAS, Sabena, Hangar 22
º Commissary
º Weights and Balance
(Manager's Residence, 70 Roosevelt Street)
Allied had offices there until the late 1970s, when another maintenance building was
built just south of the present Gander terminal.
Allied continues to operate in Gander, providing service to a newer class of travellers
and airplanes.

